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The Lion And The Unicorn
A lifetime of tales from the nation’s favourite storyteller, and award-winning author of WAR HORSE – the perfect gift for
any book-lover.
The third volume in Jane Ray's short story collection featuring 'The Lion and the Unicorn', 'Brer Wolf', 'The Singing
Ringing Tree', 'Theseus and the Minotaur', and many more.
The beloved bestseller from Newbery Medalist and National Book Award winner Louis Sachar (Holes), with a brand-new
cover! “Give me a dollar or I’ll spit on you.” That’s Bradley Chalkers for you. He’s the oldest kid in the fifth grade. He
tells enormous lies. He picks fights with girls, and the teachers say he has serious behavior problems. No one likes
him—except Carla, the new school counselor. She thinks Bradley is sensitive and generous, and she even enjoys his farfetched stories. Carla knows that Bradley could change, if only he weren’t afraid to try. But when you feel like the most
hated kid in the whole school, believing in yourself can be the hardest thing in the world. . . .
This enchanting gallery of pictures to color introduces a fun-loving group of unicorns. The mythical creatures romp
through forests, preen under rainbows and among flowers, and make friends with woodland creatures.
Lift the felt flaps to discover four hidden magical creatures (a mermaid, a dragon, a fairy, and a unicorn), then find the
mirror under the fifth and final flap! Parents love these books because they are stylish yet robust, and little readers adore
them because they're fun and easy to play with.
Color photographs of the seven exquisitely detailed late Gothic tapestries depicting the hunt of the unicorn, including
many reproductions of important details, are enhanced by scholarly commentary on their secular and religious imagery,
design, weaving,h
London, 2054. After a devastating global pandemic and a bloody revolution, Britain’s new government imposes peace by
stringently dictating the nation’s cultural intake. In the quest to create better citizens, everything from the television we
watch to the clothes we wear is strictly policed. As part of the unit tasked with upholding these so-called ‘Bad Taste
Laws’, H. and his partner, Bagby, have their work cut out. When former reality TV star Caleb Jennings is found
murdered, some suspect it could be a simple vigilante slaying. But, as H. digs deeper into the killing, Bagby’s association
with old revolutionary figureheads is called into question. With the help of Caleb’s estranged sister, the museum curator
Kate Faron, H. must navigate a Britain in which paranoia and suspicion of the unknown are rife, all the while dealing with
the mysterious tech behemoth Vangelis, new revolutionary murmurings, and the legacy of Kate’s biologist parents.
Compelled by what he uncovers, H. begins to question his loyalty to the state at a time when national stability couldn’t be
more precarious.
This is a new release of the original 1947 edition.
The lion and the unicorn, Were fighting for the crown, But that was 300 years ago, Now voting rules the town. Join
Scotland's national animal as it breaks free of its chains and continues its fight for independence. The Naughty Unicorn
breaks free of Scottish webcomic Evil Dr. Aye and into its own book for children aged 0 to 145.
From Carolyn Turgeon, editor in chief of Enchanted Living and author of The Faerie Handbook and The Mermaid
Handbook, comes this exquisitely illustrated and beautifully designed lifestyle compendium, a complete guide to the
world of unicorns covering fashion and beauty; arts and culture; and home, food, and entertaining with step-by-step crafts
and recipes. Strong, regal, and dazzling, there is no more romantic a creature in both folklore and pop culture than the
majestic unicorn. Known for its preference for solitary living in the depths of enchanted and perfumed forests, the unicorn
will only occasionally reveal itself to virginal ladies and/or save the day with its magical horn, which is said to neutralize
poison when dipped into food or drink. In medieval times, unicorns were a symbol of chivalry and aristocracy, so it’s no
surprise that they became the ideal companion for gallant knights, and eventually, the symbol of Jesus in many
illuminated bestiaries. They also came to represent unknown danger in the ancient city of Persepolis in 515 BCE, a belief
immortalized on the British coat of arms with the unicorn shown as the mighty lion’s fiercest opponent. This feud also
appears in a traditional English nursery that was the origin of the quarrel between The Lion and the Unicorn in Lewis
Carroll’s Through the Looking-Glass. It wasn’t long before a piece of the unicorn’s mane, blood, and horn became hot
commodity in man’s pursuit for immortality. Today, unicorns can be found in modern tales like Harry Potter, television
shows like My Little Pony, colorful Lisa Frank-inspired fashion and makeup trends, and must-have food crazes like the
Unicorn Frappuccino and bagels. Divided into four sections: flora and fauna; fashion and beauty; arts and culture; home,
food, and entertaining—The Unicorn Handbook is the ultimate compilation and guidebook filled with step-by-step projects
and recipes throughout. Learn how to make your very own unicorn tail loop braid or unicorn dust for that extra sparkle in
your life. There are recipes to make a plum cake straight from the world of Alice in Wonderland and tips on how to throw
the most unique garden party ever (complete with instructions on how to make unicorn horn table favors and utensils).
And there’s also an exclusive interview with Peter S. Beagle, the author of the classic tale The Last Unicorn.
“The Lion and the Unicorn - Socialism and the English Genius” is a 1941 essay by English writer George Orwell. Within
it, Orwell explores the subject of English life and puts forth his thoughts on how to make the country a better place for all
strata of society. Many of his ideas draw their inspiration from his personal experiences living on the streets of both Paris
and London, as well as his familiarity with life in the industrial north. A fascinating essay by one of the greatest 20th
century British writers that will appeal to those with a keen interest in sociology and politics. Contents include: “England
Your England”, “Shopkeepers at War”, and “The English Revolution”. Eric Arthur Blair (1903–1950), more commonly
known by his pen name George Orwell, was an English journalist, essayist, critic, and novelist most famous for his novel
“Nineteen Eighty-Four” (1949) and allegorical novella “Animal Farm” (1945). His work is characterised by an opposition
to totalitarianism and biting social commentary, and remains influential in popular culture today. Many of his neologisms
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have forever entered the English language, including "Thought Police", "Big Brother", "Room 101", "doublethink",
"thoughtcrime", and "Newspeak" to name but a few. Other notable works by this author include: “Keep the Aspidistra
Flying” (1936) and “Coming Up for Air” (1939). Read & Co. Great Essays is proudly republishing this classic essay now
in a brand new edition complete with the introductory essay 'Notes on Nationalism'.
Leola thought she had the answers to her past, but soon discovers that's not the case. When mysterious presents keep
showing up, Leola and her mates know that something isn't right. But the truth behind the situation turns out to be even
stranger than they originally thought. Leola will do everything she can to protect her family, especially now they have a
cub of their own. Can she figure out who is behind the perceived threats? Or is it too late... - Unicorn Truth is the third
and final book in a steamy paranormal reverse harem romance featuring three hot mountain lion shifters and one rare
brown unicorn.
On the run for a year after her whole unicorn shifter family was massacred, Samantha had found safety and comfort
working for elderly shop owner Frank. But when he is murdered by the same people who killed her family, Samantha is
on the run again. But Frank had been more than he appeared, and with his direction, she finds safety once more, but not
for long. With help from unexpected places--including ancient lore, Frank's family, some family heirlooms, and sexy lion
shifter Leo--Samantha discovers that there is more to her family's deaths than had originally appeared. Thrust into a
destiny she doesn't want, Samantha and Leo fight for their lives and the survival of shifters everywhere.
The Dance of the Lion and the Unicorn is a riveting read and a revolutionary approach to helping couples whose
relationship is in trouble. It focuses on the most common dynamic of relationships that fail: One partner (lion) reacts with
outbursts of anger, while the other (unicorn) tries to avoid conflict in ways that only make things worse.
"This publication is issued on the occasion of the exhibition Book of Beasts: The Bestiary in the Medieval World, on view at the J.
Paul Getty Museum at the Getty Center, Los Angeles, from May 14 to August 18, 2019."
The notions of other peoples, cultures, and natural conditions have always been determined by the epistemology of imagination
and fantasy, providing much freedom and creativity, and yet have also created much fear, anxiety, and horror. In this regard, the
pre-modern world demonstrates striking parallels with our own insofar as the projections of alterity might be different by degrees,
but they are fundamentally the same by content. Dreams, illusions, projections, concepts, hopes, utopias/dystopias, desires, and
emotional attachments are as specific and impactful as the physical environment. This volume thus sheds important light on the
various lenses used by people in the Middle Ages and the early modern age as to how they came to terms with their perceptions,
images, and notions. Previous scholarship focused heavily on the history of mentality and history of emotions, whereas here the
history of pre-modern imagination, and fantasy assumes center position. Imaginary things are taken seriously because medieval
and early modern writers and artists clearly reveal their great significance in their works and their daily lives. This approach
facilitates a new deep-structure analysis of pre-modern culture.
The Dance of the Lion and the UnicornWingSpan Press
In this beautiful retelling of the story of the very first Christmas, the humble donkey is chosen above all other animals to carry Mary
to Bethlehem. As his journey unfolds, he is touched by the magic and mystery of the Nativity... With sparkles of originality, humour
and warmth, the Christmas story is reborn.
No Marketing Blurb
A collection of 108 illustrated Mother Goose rhymes.
Gladstone and Disraeli were the fiercest political rivals of the modern age. Their intense hatred was ideological and deeply
personal. Victorian Britain ruled the oceans and vast territories 'on which the sun never set'. The vitriolic duel between Gladstone
and Disraeli was nothing less than a battle to lead the richest and most powerful nation on earth. To Disraeli, his antagonist was
an 'unprincipled maniac' characterised by an 'extraordinary mixture of envy, vindictiveness, hypocrisy and superstition'. For
Gladstone, his rival was 'The Grand Corrupter' whose destruction he plotted 'day and night, week by week, month by month'.
Victorians were electrified by the confrontation. No wonder that when Lewis Carroll's Through the Looking-Glass appeared in
1871, so many readers recognised the great adversaries as the warring lion and unicorn 'fighting for the crown'. Richard Aldous
gives us the first modern telling of this dramatic story of an intense and momentous rivalry. His vivid narrative style - at turns
powerful, witty, stirring and theatrical - breathes new life into a familiar, half-remembered tale that is pivotal in Britain's island
history. The Lion and the Unicorn is a brilliant rethinking of the Gladstone and Disraeli story for a new generation. Richard Aldous
confirms a perennial truth: in politics, everything is personal.
Having jumped into the fantasy land of Luster, Cara joins Lightfoot the unicorn in the search for Queen Arabella Skydancer.
As Lenny's father goes off to fight in the second world war he gives his son a brass badge with a lion and a unicorn on it. Lenny
keeps it with him when bombs are dropped on his street and when he has to be evacuated to a big house in the country. He
misses his parents a great deal and the other children there and at school are spiteful in teasing him. But he finds a secret walled
garden to escape to with a stone unicorn. Here he meets the wounded soldier Mick and learns again how hard it is to be brave. It
is the unicorn who finally rescues him from his sadness and loneliness and proves itself to be his guardian angel by bringing his
mother to him.
This stunning book of authentically styled knitwear offers 14 classic designs for all the family. Drawing on inspiration from the late
1940s & early 50s it focuses on fashion influences around the time of the Coronation of Queen Elizabeth II. Coronation Knits is an
enticing selection of designs inviting knitters to create something truly beautiful.
An assessment of the brutal and deeply personal political struggle between Victorian-era rivals William Gladstone and Benjamin
Disraeli discusses the disparity between their views that reflected and stoked social and political conflicts over the course of
decades.
What Readers Are Saying: "The sweetest romance I have ever read, full of laugh-out-loud moments and obnoxious 'villains'...on
par with Jane Austen's best." An unforgettable story of courage and romance. Will Valancy Stirling ever escape her strict family
and find true love? All her life, Valancy Stirling lived on a quiet little street in an ugly little house and never dared to contradict her
domineering mother and her unforgiving aunt. Then she gets a letter—and decides that very day things need to change. For the
first time in her life, she does exactly what she wants to and says exactly what she feels. At first her family thinks she's gone
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around the bend. But soon Valancy discovers more surprises and adventure than she ever thought possible. She also finds her
one true love and the real-life version of the Blue Castle that she was sure only existed in her dreams... What Readers are Saying:
"This just became one of my all-time favorites! In fact, this may be my favorite L.M. Montgomery book, and I'm a huge 'Anne'
fan!...I loved the drama and the romance, and the beautiful descriptions of the Canadian wilds. What a great book! It's a treat to
read, just a joy with every page!" "The sweetest romance I have ever read, full of laugh-out-loud moments and obnoxious
'villains'...on par with Jane Austen's best." "Absolutely hilarious (Valancy would be a Twitter superstar), and it feels so fresh, which
is a testament to how timeless L.M. Montgomery's writing is. This has quickly become one of my favorite books." "I finished
reading The Blue Castle with the same engrossed delight I had in meeting Anne Shirley years ago."
Unlike some other reproductions of classic texts (1) We have not used OCR(Optical Character Recognition), as this leads to bad
quality books with introduced typos. (2) In books where there are images such as portraits, maps, sketches etc We have
endeavoured to keep the quality of these images, so they represent accurately the original artefact. Although occasionally there
may be certain imperfections with these old texts, we feel they deserve to be made available for future generations to enjoy.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “A stirring tale of a rare bond formed between humans and an animal.”—Time Two men. One
baby lion. What could go wrong? A Lion Called Christian tells the remarkable story of how Anthony “Ace” Bourke and John
Rendall, visitors to London from Australia in 1969, bought a boisterous lion cub in the pet department of Harrods. For several
months, the three of them shared a flat above a furniture shop on London’s King’s Road, where the charismatic and intelligent
Christian quickly became a local celebrity, cruising the streets in the back of a Bentley, popping in for lunch at a local restaurant,
even posing for a fashion advertisement. But the lion cub was growing up—fast—and soon even the walled church garden where he
went for exercise wasn’t large enough for him. How could Ace and John avoid having to send Christian to a zoo for the rest of his
life? A coincidental meeting with English actors Virginia McKenna and Bill Travers, stars of the hit film Born Free, led to Christian
being flown to Kenya and placed under the expert care of the “father of lions” George Adamson. Incredibly, when Ace and John
returned to Kenya to see Christian a year later, they received a loving welcome from their lion, who was by then fully integrated
into Africa and a life with other lions. A video of this reunion has become a YouTube classic. Originally published in 1971, and now
fully revised and updated with more than 50 photographs of Christian from cuddly cub in London to magnificent lion in Africa, A
Lion Called Christian is a touching and uplifting true story of an indelible human-animal bond. It is destined to become one of the
great classics of animal literature.

Current conceptions of visual texts are reviewed and the future of visual literacy is explored.
“What a treasure trove!” —Sarah Beth Durst, author of Queen of the Blood Unicorns: Not just for virgins anymore. Here
are sixteen lovely, powerful, intricate, and unexpected unicorn tales from fantasy icons including Garth Nix, Peter S.
Beagle, Patricia A. McKillip, Bruce Coville, Carrie Vaughn, and more. In this volume you will find two would-be hunters
who enlist an innkeeper to find a priest hiding the secret of the last unicorn. A time traveler tries to corral an unruly
mythological beast that might never have existed at all. The lover and ex-boyfriend of a dying woman join forces to find a
miraculous remedy in New York City. And a small-town writer of historical romances discovers a sliver of a mysterious
horn in a slice of apple pie.
From the author of the hot-selling Kittens, Hearts, and Poo: An Emoji Coloring Book, comes the next can't-miss title in the
Emoji Coloring series. Whether for your own collection or a gift, Lions, Tigers, and Unicorns: An Emoji Animal Coloring
Book is perfect for children and adults alike. A fun twist on mindfulness, Lions, Tigers, and Unicorns is perfect for stress
relief, coloring therapy or a unique novelty gift! 40 pages of single sided emoji coloring pages, with 20 individual
illustrations to color. 8.25" x 8.25". Images vary from easy to moderate in difficulty. Emojis include: "Magical Unicorn",
"Kooky Owl", "Forgetful Elephant" and more hilarious and amusing Emoji illustrations! Check out
www.emojicoloringbooks.com to view the illustrations inside Lions, Tigers, and Unicorns.
1 copy located in CIRCULATION.
The war isn't going well.In five years of heavy fighting, humanity and its alien allies have steadily been pushed back
towards Earth, towards the very heart of humanity itself. The virus is steadily wearing the defences down, mounting
campaign after campaign to infect and enslave every other alien race. The only hope rests with newer and better
weapons, with technology that may turn the tide, but can the weapons and starships be deployed in time?HMS Lion and
HMS Unicorn are two new ships, designed to take the war to the enemy and tip the balance of power in humanity's
favour. But with untested technology, clashes between their commanding officers and trouble below decks, they may find
themselves facing more than they can handle ...... And the odds of coming home are very low.
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